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Grandmothers had gathered enough information about their
grandchildren to believe that at least 210 had survived, having
been given or sold to other families.
To establish identification, King relied at first on human leukocyte antigens (HLAs), comparing this genetic feature of the found
grandchildren with those of a few seemingly likely grandparents,
their probable connection having been determined by social evidence. However, HLA analysis gave rise to too many random
matches to be used for conclusively identifying grandchildren
lacking social identifiers, since their HLAs had to be tested against
the national database established for all the grandparents.
King turned to mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which Allan Wilson, her mentor at UC-Berkeley, had shown to provide reliable
evidence of human descent in the maternal line. With PCR,
enough mtDNA could be obtained to test the sequence in the
highly variable D loop for matches between children and maternal relatives. As of 1992, of the 210 children in question, 50 have
been identified; 12 have been found but not matched with a family;
148 are still missing. The national database now includes
sequences from the grandmothers’ mtDNA. The grandmothers,
King noted, derived satisfaction from knowing that, even after
they die, “no one will be able to stop the children themselves
from looking for their families.”
FREEING PRISONERS By the early 1990s, DNA analysis, pioneered in England in 1985, had become an integral feature of the
criminal justice system; American prosecutors were increasingly
using it to identify and convict criminals. Restriction fragment
length polymorphisms (RFLPs) from a suspect could be compared
with those found in biological material (notably blood, semen, hair,
or skin cells) found at a crime scene. Although its reliability was disputed on scientific grounds for several years, by the mid-1990s DNA
analysis had been sufficiently improved to gain wide acceptance in
both the scientific community and the courts. Forty-three states now
maintain DNA databases of convicted criminals, a resource that
assists in identifying the perpetrators of new offenses.
But DNA has acted as an instrument of innocence, too. In
1991, Barry Scheck and Peter Neufeld, both then legal aid lawyers
in the South Bronx of New York City, established the Innocence
Project, whose lawyers use DNA analysis as evidence to help
exonerate people they believe were wrongly convicted. Largely
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because of the project, which is now located at Yeshiva University’s Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, DNA analysis had by
2001 resulted in the acquittal and release of 40%—more than
100 prisoners—of inmates tested, many of them on death row.
Most recently, its role in the release of the five young men wrongly convicted in the New York City Central Park jogger case dramatically revealed the deficiencies of plea bargaining.
DNA has thus unexpectedly spotlighted a need for reform of
criminal justice. Its use in exonerating has exposed serious flaws
in the prosecutorial system, especially in capital cases: the shaky
reliability of eyewitnesses, the inability of the defendants to afford
private lawyers, and the inadequacy of conventional forensic data
in establishing identity. Reviews of the death-penalty system have
been initiated in nine states, including Illinois, where in February
2000, Governor George Ryan imposed a moratorium on executions pending the outcome of the state’s assessment.
Today, DNA analysis with RFLPs and with mtDNA finds ever
more uses. It is exploited by adopted children searching for their
natural parents, by plaintiffs seeking to prove paternity, and by analysts attempting to identify victims of disasters. In the 1990s, DNA
tests linked remains to passengers who died in the crashes of TWA
flight 800 and the Swiss Air flight off Nova Scotia, and they helped
determine who was buried in the mass graves in Bosnia. After Sept.
11, 2001, expectations ran high that DNA would help identify the
remains at the World Trade Center site. King, now at the University
of Washington, was not alone in warning that it might be impossible to identify by DNA analysis the badly burned and degraded
body parts. Indeed, DNA permitted recognition of only 20% of the
804 people identified by March 2002. Still, as a reporter from San
Francisco noted, “Despite its limited success, this mass geneticmatching effort is actually far from pointless…. There’s nothing like
truth to help people recover from atrocity.”
DNA databases may eventually become an agent of homeland
security, assisting in the defense against terrorists. Without proper controls, however, these databases could also imperil the right
to privacy and undermine civil liberties. Little, if anything, is more
personal, or worthy of protection than your DNA. 6
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Metaphors and Dreams
The paradox of the DNA revolution is that it shows us a shining future
without telling us how to get there | By Tim Radford
he DNA revolution may be just too big to take in: beyond
words, even 50 years on. Think of four chemical bases coupled exclusively to each other, adenine with thymine, guanine with cytosine, in a double helix. Then think of this double
helix having the power to unwind and duplicate, to make new
helixes. So far, so simple. The structure spells out a gene that
makes a protein, and makes more DNA.
But like the double helix itself, the challenges divide into questions of scale and complexity. In the nucleus of one cell of one
human, tiny braids of DNA twist into two sets of 23 chromosomes. These add up to 3 billion bases, or 200 telephone books
of information, or 750,000 pages of typescript, or a procession of
nucleotides, which, if read aloud at the rate of one a second,
would take almost 100 years to recite. The human body hosts 100
million million cells, and carries the same DNA in almost all of
them. Every fragment of this skein of identity was begat by another helix, and every set of chromosomes is descended from two
pairs of chromosomes in one single inherited cell.
DNA is not a stable thing. In every cell, the skein is broken and
mended, not always correctly, 20,000 times an hour: The joint is
jumping, and so is the ligament, and the blood vessel. Much of
this DNA is meaningless—human genes are a tiny proportion of
the whole—but also unique. Each of the six billion people on the
planet carries variants in the genes that make that person different, and lengths of DNA that serve as an identity badge, not just
for that person, but also for membership of a family, a clan, a
people. So the thread of life links one human to all other people.
Forensic scientists use DNA to make family connections: to the
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bodies of the Romanovs at Ekaterinaburg, to the black slave who
bore Thomas Jefferson’s children, to the disappeared citizens of
Chile and Argentina.
Anthropologists use DNA to trace human lineages: The deeper but still intimate ties between Europeans, Asians, the peoples
of the New World and Oceania, all now seem to lead back
100,000 or 200,000 years to a woman in Africa. So DNA makes
nonsense of the old idea of race—those notions of purity and
separateness so dear to racists—while bewilderingly endorsing
the argument that because people inherit propensities to this or
that condition, people of different ethnic origins benefit from different medical approaches.
But the thread extends beyond humanity. It ties us to all the
other hominids that ever chipped a hand axe, and to all the primates and far beyond, back across hundreds of millions of years
to the first creature that crawled gasping from the ancient seas,
and far, far beyond that, too, to some last common ancestor in
Darwin’s warm little pond 3.8 billion years ago. Genes at work in
the Cambrian 550 million years ago are still at work in lawyers,
lynxes, and lilacs today.
MEMORY AND FEAR So DNA is all our yesterdays. In the
unreadable string of four banal letters is the story of who we are
and where we come from. This implies a trajectory, which in turn
implies that the journey goes on. Dizzyingly, therefore, our DNA
may tell us where we might be going. How much rides on that
“may”? What ominous signals lurk in that “might”?
One reaction to these unanswered queries has been an
increase in a condition termed biophobia. If DNA is universal,
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then so is the tissue that it makes. Tinker with the pig insulin
gene, and it makes human insulin. Adjust another pig gene, and
its heart and lungs and liver start to become compatible with
human hearts, lungs, and liver. In the double-helix world, life
becomes not some unique, precious property, but a toolkit, a
child’s Lego set of building blocks, with which to make so many
things that nature overlooked: a goat with spider’s silk in its
milk, a banana that grows vaccines, a mouse with a human ear
on its back.
But few embrace the unknown; most of us shrink from it. At
its mildest, biophobia is a retreat from laboratory-based science
towards the “natural” and the so-called organic: A whole generation clutches the ginkgo biloba bottle instead of the dry martini.
At its most dramatic, biophobia has become a batty rejection of
science in favor of witchcraft, or the healing power of crystals, or
comfrey, or faith itself.
Why be surprised? The biology revolution—Darwin plus
DNA—implies that creatures are the sum of their genes plus the
selective action of the environment, and that human actions and
appetites are rooted in genetics and evolutionary history, just like
those of budgerigars, bison, or Mexican jumping beans. Such an
empirical history troubles those who think of humankind as separately created by God, as well as those who believe some unique
evolutionary advance distinguishes people from their mammalian relatives, so they can confront a higher destiny.
DNA IDENTITY But how much can our own DNA distinguish
us? The code is just that: data, a message. The mysteries deepen
within the cell, in which the 30,000 or so genes strung along the
DNA switch on and off, in response to some unimaginable cascade of signals, and set up a shuttling of molecules, and a trafficking of energy—an import and export business of nutrients
and wastes, to launch a process that ends in a discrete life. The
DNA directs a single cell towards a blastocyst, and then an
embryo, and then a fetus, and then a baby, and then directs that
dainty, moist little being into a sentient, self-aware identity of 100
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trillion cells of perhaps 300 specialized kinds.
How does this happen? The DNA doesn’t do it; the cell does
it. We think of DNA as the software for the cell’s computer. That
is another analogy we seize upon gratefully, but unhelpfully. The
cell itself looks like the leading player in the great game of life.
To make sense of the software, we must make sense of the
hardware. To reread James Watson’s The Double Helix is to see
once again the power of the scientific method: Reduce the
problem to little solvable bits and attack them serially. The book
shares the exhilaration of the discovery of why DNA must be
the secret of life.
METAPHOR AND MYSTERY But “must be” is a prediction, not
an explanation. The secrets are still there. How could DNA inside
the cell make trillions of cells behave as one? What is it about
DNA and the cell that makes a protein, that triggers a process,
that ends in a firing of electrical signals and discharge of transmitters that assembles a thought, like this one, in these 40
words? What flickering community of a spin doctor’s genes set in
motion the thought expressed by President Clinton upon the
completion of the first drafts of the human genome, on June 26,
2000? He said (and compared to some other things people said,
it seemed quite modest), “This is the most important, the most
wondrous map ever produced by mankind. It will revolutionize
the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of most, if not all,
human diseases.” And could there have been a genetic basis for
the response of 100,000 clinicians, biomedical researchers,
health managers, and patients: “Yes, but how? And when?”
Encouraging initiatives have emerged from the decade that
ended in Clinton’s hyperbole. A group of boys in the United Kingdom and France born with X-linked severe combined immune
deficiency have begun to lead almost normal lives, although one
has now developed leukemia. Gene-based medicine has yet to
help a child with cystic fibrosis, or an adult with Huntington disease, or patients with more than a handful of the so-called singlegene disorders. Yet therapies for these conditions were supposed
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to be the foothills of gene-based medicine. The big challenges,
everybody said, lay in the complexity of cardiovascular afflictions
and cancers.
Right now, more than half of all gene-based therapy trials are
aimed at cancer, and the juries could be out a long time. Treatment
to extend life will, by definition, take at least a lifetime to validate.
The paradox of the DNA revolution is that it shows us a shining
future without telling us how to get there.
It will be a long time before gene-based medicine cures diabetes, stops migraine, or reverses neurodegeneration. It may
never do these things. But if you have the complete maker’s manual for the pathogen that gives you malaria, tuberculosis, or flu,
and if you also have the complete instruction kit for the assembly
not just of any human, but the one with the infection, then you
ought to be able to think of a treatment.
In the 18th Century, doctors prescribed medicines—arsenic,
sulfur, that sort of thing—with no idea of whether they would
work. In the 20th century, doctors discovered medicines that
would sometimes work, but the physicians didn’t know why.
Tomorrow’s doctors will understand exactly why some infections
kill, and how they can be circumvented. Once doctors were valued for their bedside manners. Some future generation of medics
may cure illnesses even without seeing the patient.
TOMORROW’S SCIENCE But the great leap forward will not
simply be in more—and more expensive—medicines. At some
point in the future, people studying the genetic data and the survival of patients will also begin to understand how the immune
system really works. If they can understand that, then perhaps
they can help people not to fall ill in the first place.
There will be a much greater understanding of the link
between diet and health. Akin to the ginkgo biloba approach, this
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time, the recipe for health will be based on true biochemistry. If
antioxidants in red wine, rhubarb, or rice pudding really do protect the heart and demolish tumor cells, then they will be enthusiastically cultivated. The phrase, “a hearty meal,” will take on
new meaning. And then seamlessly from the chef’s fork to the
surgeon’s knife, surgery will continue to become more precise
and more effective, and recovery less painful.
But the same intricate knowledge of how cells act and interact
is already pointing to other things: tissue engineering, for
instance. Researchers now grow human skin. One day, someone
could be injecting you with cultured versions of your own brain
cells. Phrases like “fresh thinking” will also take on a new meaning.
We have embarked on the second information revolution; we
are about to know ourselves in a way that was once unimaginable. Maybe we really are blinded by science. It could be that we
have opened a door into a future so brilliant that all we can do is
blink, until our eyes adjust. And maybe—with bioterrorism,
ecodestruction, gross economic inequality, or just old-fashioned
hubris—we will increase the scale of human suffering in the
course of trying to alleviate it.
No ordinary, prescriptive language can encompass the DNA
revolution; for the moment, it is beyond words. This is why scientists and fundraisers and journalists alike fall back upon
metaphors. But metaphors can mislead. It might be fair, however,
to compare the DNA revolution with the Promethean theft of fire
from heaven. Fire is a source of light, and part of alchemy’s toolkit. It enables life and threatens it, too. Of course we will burn our
fingers. But who now could imagine life without fire? 6
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